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The Leading Infrastructure Sector Company, Kamdhenu Limited has 
Launched “Colour Max” Colour Coated Sheets in Punjab Market 
 
Press release from: Kamdhenu Colour Max Sheets are adding Colour to Progressing Punjab 

Ludhiana: In view of the fast paced growth in Punjab, Kamdhenu Limited is offering a very strong 

and attractive range of colour coated sheets under the brand name “Kamdhenu Colour Max”. In 

addition to offering unmatched beauty and durability the brand Kamdhenu Colour Maxisproviding a 

wide range of designs and thickness. These sheets are superbly water resistant, unbreakable and 

flexible.Kamdhenu Colour Maxcan ideally be used in green buildings and these are eco-friendly 

products. These sheets, with ease in handling and application, help in speeding up the 

infrastructure works. 

In the huge market of Punjab characterised by varied consumer requirements,Kamdhenu Colour 

Max provides complete roofing solutions. These products are being used for the roofing of houses, 

offices, factories and warehouses. The smart range of Kamdhenu Colour Max is best suited for 

smart construction needs. Lending superior strength over competitive brands, Kamdhenu Colour 

Max is available in three different designs, including; High-rib profile, Tile profile and Corrugated 

profile. In the thickness range of 0.40 mm to 0.80 mm on competitive prices, all the three designs 

of Kamdhenu Colour Max are available in very appealing colours to make very long lasting, rust 

free beautiful roofs. 

Kamdhenu Colour Max can be easy to use and its water protective grooving is perfectly leak-proof. 

Manufactured through multiple high-quality coating layers applying on the Steel Alloy material; 

Kamdhenu Colour Max iscompletely rust-free. Kamdhenu Colour Max is designed for all weather 

comfort. Its reflective coating keeps interior cool in summer, it resists drum-effect noise during 

rains and with better insulating properties keeps the interior cosy in winter.Suitable to green 

building concept, Kamdhenu Colour Maxprotects the environment by helping in minimizing the 

energy cost of the building.  

The Director, Kamdhenu Limited, Mr. Sunil Agarwal said, “All the Kamdhenu products are being 

manufactured using latest technology and machineries, thereby Kamdhenu products are known for 

its market appropriateness, quality and eco-friendly features.” He added further that, “Kamdhenu 

Colour Maxis also eco-friendly along with very superior in quality aspects. The advanced reflective 

colour coating used for Kamdhenu Colour Maxreduces the absorption of heat through roof and 

keeps the interior up to 20% cooler. So it reduces the electricity cost of cooling too.” 

 

About Kamdhenu Limited: 

Kamdhenu Limited is a leading company of Kamdhenu Group which manufactures, market, brand 

& distributes all products related to building construction such as steel, paints, plywood & etc. ISO 

9001:2008 certified & listed in BSE & NSE, company has done the business value of Rs. 885 cr. in 

the FY 2015-16. But put together all the brand value of Kamdhenu’s product is more than Rs. 

8,000 cr. The company is having more than 60 franchisee manufacturing units and 4000 dealers of 

paint division and 4500 dealers & distributors of steel, spread across the country. 
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Kamdhenu Colour Max Sheets are adding Colour to 
Progressing Punjab 
 
The Leading Infrastructure Sector Company, Kamdhenu Limited has Launched 
“Colour Max” Colour Coated Sheets in Punjab Market 
 

BriefingWire.com, 9/12/2016 - Kamdhenu Colour Max Sheets are adding Colour to 
Progressing Punjab 

The Leading Infrastructure Sector Company, Kamdhenu Limited has Launched 
“Colour Max” Colour Coated Sheets in Punjab Market 

Ludhiana: In view of the fast paced growth in Punjab, Kamdhenu Limited is offering a 
very strong and attractive range of colour coated sheets under the brand name 
“Kamdhenu Colour Max”. In addition to offering unmatched beauty and durability the 
brand Kamdhenu Colour Maxisproviding a wide range of designs and thickness. 
These sheets are superbly water resistant, unbreakable and flexible.Kamdhenu 
Colour Maxcan ideally be used in green buildings and these are eco-friendly 
products. These sheets, with ease in handling and application, help in speeding up 
the infrastructure works. 

In the huge market of Punjab characterised by varied consumer 
requirements,Kamdhenu Colour Max provides complete roofing solutions. These 
products are being used for the roofing of houses, offices, factories and warehouses. 
The smart range of Kamdhenu Colour Max is best suited for smart construction 
needs. Lending superior strength over competitive brands, Kamdhenu Colour Max is 
available in three different designs, including; High-rib profile, Tile profile and 
Corrugated profile. In the thickness range of 0.40 mm to 0.80 mm on competitive 
prices, all the three designs of Kamdhenu Colour Max are available in very appealing 
colours to make very long lasting, rust free beautiful roofs. 

Kamdhenu Colour Max can be easy to use and its water protective grooving is 
perfectly leak-proof. Manufactured through multiple high-quality coating layers 
applying on the Steel Alloy material; Kamdhenu Colour Max iscompletely rust-free. 
Kamdhenu Colour Max is designed for all weather comfort. Its reflective coating 
keeps interior cool in summer, it resists drum-effect noise during rains and with 
better insulating properties keeps the interior cosy in winter.Suitable to green 
building concept, Kamdhenu Colour Maxprotects the environment by helping in 
minimizing the energy cost of the building. 

The Director, Kamdhenu Limited, Mr. Sunil Agarwal said, “All the Kamdhenu 
products are being manufactured using latest technology and machineries, thereby 
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Kamdhenu products are known for its market appropriateness, quality and eco-
friendly features.” He added further that, “Kamdhenu Colour Maxis also eco-friendly 
along with very superior in quality aspects. The advanced reflective colour coating 
used for Kamdhenu Colour Maxreduces the absorption of heat through roof and 
keeps the interior up to 20% cooler. So it reduces the electricity cost of cooling too.” 

About Kamdhenu Limited: 

Kamdhenu Limited is a leading company of Kamdhenu Group which manufactures, 
market, brand & distributes all products related to building construction such as steel, 
paints, plywood & etc. ISO 9001:2008 certified & listed in BSE & NSE, company has 
done the business value of Rs. 885 cr. in the FY 2015-16. But put together all the 
brand value of Kamdhenu’s product is more than Rs. 8,000 cr. The company is 
having more than 60 franchisee manufacturing units and 4000 dealers of paint 
division and 4500 dealers & distributors of steel, spread across the country. 
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Kamdhenu Colour Max Sheets are adding Colour to 

Progressing Punjab 

 
Posted Sep 12, 2016 by manojincl 
The Leading Infrastructure Sector Company, Kamdhenu Limited has Launched “Colour Max” Colour Coated 

Sheets in Punjab Market 

  
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

PRFree.Org (Press Release) Sep 12, 2016 -- Ludhiana: In view of the fast paced 

growth in Punjab, Kamdhenu Limited is offering a very strong and attractive range 
of colour coated sheets under the brand name “Kamdhenu Colour Max”. In addition 
to offering unmatched beauty and durability the brand Kamdhenu Colour 

Maxisproviding a wide range of designs and thickness. These sheets are superbly 
water resistant, unbreakable and flexible.Kamdhenu Colour Maxcan ideally be used 
in green buildings and these are eco-friendly products. These sheets, with ease in 

handling and application, help in speeding up the infrastructure works. 
In the huge market of Punjab characterised by varied consumer 

requirements,Kamdhenu Colour Max provides complete roofing solutions. These 
products are being used for the roofing of houses, offices, factories and warehouses. 
The smart range of Kamdhenu Colour Max is best suited for smart construction 

needs. Lending superior strength over competitive brands, Kamdhenu Colour Max is 
available in three different designs, including; High-rib profile, Tile profile and 

http://www.prfree.org/news-kamdhenu-colour-max-sheets-are-adding-colour-to-progressing-punjab-309942.html
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Corrugated profile. In the thickness range of 0.40 mm to 0.80 mm on competitive 
prices, all the three designs of Kamdhenu Colour Max are available in very appealing 
colours to make very long lasting, rust free beautiful roofs. 

Kamdhenu Colour Max can be easy to use and its water protective grooving is 
perfectly leak-proof. Manufactured through multiple high-quality coating layers 
applying on the Steel Alloy material; Kamdhenu Colour Max iscompletely rust-free. 

Kamdhenu Colour Max is designed for all weather comfort. Its reflective coating 
keeps interior cool in summer, it resists drum-effect noise during rains and with 
better insulating properties keeps the interior cosy in winter.Suitable to green 

building concept, Kamdhenu Colour Maxprotects the environment by helping in 
minimizing the energy cost of the building.  
The Director, Kamdhenu Limited, Mr. Sunil Agarwal said, “All the Kamdhenu 

products are being manufactured using latest technology and machineries, thereby 
Kamdhenu products are known for its market appropriateness, quality and eco-
friendly features.” He added further that, “Kamdhenu Colour Maxis also eco-friendly 

along with very superior in quality aspects. The advanced reflective colour coating 
used for Kamdhenu Colour Maxreduces the absorption of heat through roof and 
keeps the interior up to 20% cooler. So it reduces the electricity cost of cooling too.” 

About Kamdhenu Limited: 
Kamdhenu Limited is a leading company of Kamdhenu Group which manufactures, 

market, brand & distributes all products related to building construction such as 
steel, paints, plywood & etc. ISO 9001:2008 certified & listed in BSE & NSE, 
company has done the business value of Rs. 885 cr. in the FY 2015-16. But put 

together all the brand value of Kamdhenu’s product is more than Rs. 8,000 cr. The 
company is having more than 60 franchisee manufacturing units and 4000 dealers of 
paint division and 4500 dealers & distributors of steel, spread across the country. 
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Kamdhenu Colour Max Sheets are adding Colour 

toProgressing Punjab 
The Leading Infrastructure Sector Company, Kamdhenu Limited has 

Launched “Colour Max” Colour Coated Sheets in Punjab Market 
by manojincl 20 hours agoed

 
Ludhiana:In view of the fast paced growth in Punjab, Kamdhenu Limited is offering a 

verystrong and attractive range of colour coated sheets under the brand name 

“KamdhenuColour Max”. In addition to offering unmatched beauty and durability 

thebrand Kamdhenu Colour Maxisproviding a wide range of designs andthickness. These 

sheets are superbly water resistant, unbreakable and flexible.KamdhenuColour Maxcan 
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ideally be used in green buildings and these are eco-friendlyproducts. These sheets, with 

ease in handling and application, help in speedingup the infrastructure works. 

Inthe huge market of Punjab characterised by varied consumer 

requirements,KamdhenuColour Max provides complete roofing solutions. These products 

are beingused for the roofing of houses, offices, factories and warehouses. The smartrange 

of Kamdhenu Colour Max is best suited for smart constructionneeds. Lending superior 

strength over competitive brands,Kamdhenu ColourMax is available in three different 

designs, including; High-rib profile,Tile profile and Corrugated profile. In the thickness 

range of 0.40 mm to 0.80mm on competitive prices, all the three designs of Kamdhenu 

Colour Maxareavailable in very appealing colours to make very long lasting, rust free 

beautiful roofs. 

Kamdhenu Colour Max canbe easy to use and its water protective grooving is perfectly 

leak-proof.Manufactured through multiple high-quality coating layers applying on the 

SteelAlloy material; Kamdhenu Colour Max iscompletely rust-free. KamdhenuColour 

Max is designed for all weather comfort. Its reflective coatingkeeps interior cool in 

summer, it resists drum-effect noise during rains andwith better insulating properties 

keeps the interior cosy in winter.Suitable togreen building concept, Kamdhenu Colour 

Maxprotects the environment byhelping in minimizing the energy cost of the building.  

TheDirector, Kamdhenu Limited, Mr. Sunil Agarwal said, “All the Kamdhenu productsare 

being manufactured using latest technology and machineries, therebyKamdhenu products 

are known for its market appropriateness, quality andeco-friendly features.” He added 

further that, “Kamdhenu Colour Maxisalso eco-friendly along with very superior in 

quality aspects. The advancedreflective colour coating used for Kamdhenu Colour 

Maxreduces theabsorption of heat through roof and keeps the interior up to 20% cooler. 

So itreduces the electricity cost of cooling too.” 

 

About Kamdhenu Limited: 

 

KamdhenuLimited is a leading company of Kamdhenu Group which manufactures, 

market,brand & distributes all products related to building construction such assteel, 

paints, plywood & etc. ISO 9001:2008 certified & listed in BSE& NSE, company has done 

the business value of Rs. 885 cr. in the FY 2015-16.But put together all the brand value of 

Kamdhenu’s product is more than Rs.8,000 cr. The company is having more than 60 

franchisee manufacturing units and4000 dealers of paint division and 4500 dealers & 

distributors of steel,spread across the country. 
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Kamdhenu Colour Max Sheets are adding Colour to Progressing Punjab 

 

The Leading Infrastructure Sector Company, Kamdhenu Limited has Launched “Colour Max” Colour Coated Sheets in Punjab 

Market 

freePRnow.com, 9/12/2016 - Ludhiana: In view of the fast paced growth in Punjab, Kamdhenu Limited is offering a very 

strong and attractive range of colour coated sheets under the brand name “Kamdhenu Colour Max”. In addition to offering 

unmatched beauty and durability the brand Kamdhenu Colour Maxisproviding a wide range of designs and thickness. These 

sheets are superbly water resistant, unbreakable and flexible.Kamdhenu Colour Maxcan ideally be used in green buildings and 

these are eco-friendly products. These sheets, with ease in handling and application, help in speeding up the infrastructure 

works. 

In the huge market of Punjab characterised by varied consumer requirements,Kamdhenu Colour Max provides complete 

roofing solutions. These products are being used for the roofing of houses, offices, factories and warehouses. The smart range 

of Kamdhenu Colour Max is best suited for smart construction needs. Lending superior strength over competitive brands, 

Kamdhenu Colour Max is available in three different designs, including; High-rib profile, Tile profile and Corrugated profile. 

In the thickness range of 0.40 mm to 0.80 mm on competitive prices, all the three designs of Kamdhenu Colour Max are 

available in very appealing colours to make very long lasting, rust free beautiful roofs. 

Kamdhenu Colour Max can be easy to use and its water protective grooving is perfectly leak-proof. Manufactured through 

multiple high-quality coating layers applying on the Steel Alloy material; Kamdhenu Colour Max iscompletely rust-free. 

Kamdhenu Colour Max is designed for all weather comfort. Its reflective coating keeps interior cool in summer, it resists 

drum-effect noise during rains and with better insulating properties keeps the interior cosy in winter.Suitable to green building 

concept, Kamdhenu Colour Maxprotects the environment by helping in minimizing the energy cost of the building. 

The Director, Kamdhenu Limited, Mr. Sunil Agarwal said, “All the Kamdhenu products are being manufactured using latest 

technology and machineries, thereby Kamdhenu products are known for its market appropriateness, quality and eco-friendly 

features.” He added further that, “Kamdhenu Colour Maxis also eco-friendly along with very superior in quality aspects. The 

advanced reflective colour coating used for Kamdhenu Colour Maxreduces the absorption of heat through roof and keeps the 

interior up to 20% cooler. So it reduces the electricity cost of cooling too.” 

About Kamdhenu Limited: 

Kamdhenu Limited is a leading company of Kamdhenu Group which manufactures, market, brand & distributes all products 

related to building construction such as steel, paints, plywood & etc. ISO 9001:2008 certified & listed in BSE & NSE, 

company has done the business value of Rs. 885 cr. in the FY 2015-16. But put together all the brand value of Kamdhenu’s 

product is more than Rs. 8,000 cr. The company is having more than 60 franchisee manufacturing units and 4000 dealers of 

paint division and 4500 dealers & distributors of steel, spread across the country. 
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Kamdhenu Colour Max Sheets are adding 

Colour to Progressing Punjab 

Posted By: MANOJ KUMAR 

 

The Leading Infrastructure Sector Company, Kamdhenu Limited has Launched “Colour Max” Colour 

Coated Sheets in Punjab Market 

Ludhiana: In view of the fast paced growth in Punjab, Kamdhenu Limited is offering a very strong and 

attractive range of colour coated sheets under the brand name “Kamdhenu Colour Max”. In addition to 

offering unmatched beauty and durability the brand Kamdhenu Colour Maxisproviding a wide range of 

designs and thickness. These sheets are superbly water resistant, unbreakable and 

flexible.Kamdhenu Colour Maxcan ideally be used in green buildings and these are eco-friendly 

products. These sheets, with ease in handling and application, help in speeding up the infrastructure 

works. 

In the huge market of Punjab characterised by varied consumer requirements,Kamdhenu Colour Max 

provides complete roofing solutions. These products are being used for the roofing of houses, offices, 

factories and warehouses. The smart range of Kamdhenu Colour Max is best suited for smart 

construction needs. Lending superior strength over competitive brands, Kamdhenu Colour Max is 

available in three different designs, including; High-rib profile, Tile profile and Corrugated profile. In 

the thickness range of 0.40 mm to 0.80 mm on competitive prices, all the three designs of Kamdhenu 

http://www.pressontime.com/advertising-marketing/kamdhenu-colour-max-sheets-are-adding-colour-progressing-punjab-0
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Colour Max are available in very appealing colours to make  very long lasting, rust free beautiful roofs. 

Kamdhenu Colour Max can be easy to use and its water protective grooving is perfectly leak-proof. 

Manufactured through multiple high-quality coating layers applying on the Steel Alloy material; 

Kamdhenu Colour Max iscompletely rust-free. Kamdhenu Colour Max is designed for all weather 

comfort. Its reflective coating keeps interior cool in summer, it resists drum-effect noise during rains 

and with better insulating properties keeps the interior cosy in winter.Suitable to green building 

concept, Kamdhenu Colour Maxprotects the environment by helping in minimizing the energy cost of 

the building. 

The Director, Kamdhenu Limited, Mr. Sunil Agarwal said, “All the Kamdhenu products are being 

manufactured using latest technology and machineries, thereby Kamdhenu products are known for its 

market appropriateness, quality and eco-friendly features.” He added further that, “Kamdhenu Colour 

Maxis also eco-friendly along with very superior in quality aspects. The advanced reflective colour 

coating used for Kamdhenu Colour Maxreduces the absorption of heat through roof and keeps the 

interior up to 20% cooler. So it reduces the electricity cost of cooling too.” 

About Kamdhenu Limited: 

Kamdhenu Limited is a leading company of Kamdhenu Group which manufactures, market, brand & 

distributes all products related to building construction such as steel, paints, plywood & etc. ISO 

9001:2008 certified & listed in BSE & NSE, company has done the business value of Rs. 885 cr. in 

the FY 2015-16. But put together all the brand value of Kamdhenu’s product is more than Rs. 8,000 

cr. The company is having more than 60 franchisee manufacturing units and 4000 dealers of paint 

division and 4500 dealers & distributors of steel, spread across the country. 
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Kamdhenu Colour Max Sheets are adding Colour to 
Progressing Punjab 
Softarea51.com is your source for all the latest computer technology and software related press releases.  
Browse our archive for more press releases! 

Released on: 13, September 2016 
, Author: Manoj Kumar 

,  
The Leading Infrastructure Sector Company, Kamdhenu Limited has Launched Colour Max Colour Coated 
Sheets in Punjab Market 
Ludhiana: In view of the fast paced growth in Punjab, Kamdhenu Limited is offering a very strong and attractive 
range of colour coated sheets under the brand name Kamdhenu Colour Max . In addition to offering unmatched 
beauty and durability the brand Kamdhenu Colour Maxisproviding a wide range of designs and thickness. These 
sheets are superbly water resistant, unbreakable and flexible.Kamdhenu Colour Maxcan ideally be used in green 
buildings and these are eco-friendly products. These sheets, with ease in handling and application, help in 
speeding up the infrastructure works. 
In the huge market of Punjab characterised by varied consumer requirements,Kamdhenu Colour Max provides 
complete roofing solutions. These products are being used for the roofing of houses, offices, factories and 
warehouses. The smart range of Kamdhenu Colour Max is best suited for smart construction needs. Lending 
superior strength over competitive brands, Kamdhenu Colour Max is available in three different designs, 
including; High-rib profile, Tile profile and Corrugated profile. In the thickness range of 0.40 mm to 0.80 mm on 
competitive prices, all the three designs of Kamdhenu Colour Max are available in very appealing colours to 
make very long lasting, rust free beautiful roofs. 
Kamdhenu Colour Max can be easy to use and its water protective grooving is perfectly leak-proof. Manufactured 
through multiple high-quality coating layers applying on the Steel Alloy material; Kamdhenu Colour Max 
iscompletely rust-free. Kamdhenu Colour Max is designed for all weather comfort. Its reflective coating keeps 
interior cool in summer, it resists drum-effect noise during rains and with better insulating properties keeps the 
interior cosy in winter.Suitable to green building concept, Kamdhenu Colour Maxprotects the environment by 
helping in minimizing the energy cost of the building.  
The Director, Kamdhenu Limited, Mr. Sunil Agarwal said, All the Kamdhenu products are being manufactured 
using latest technology and machineries, thereby Kamdhenu products are known for its market appropriateness, 
quality and eco-friendly features. He added further that, Kamdhenu Colour Maxis also eco-friendly along with 
very superior in quality aspects. The advanced reflective colour coating used for Kamdhenu Colour Maxreduces 
the absorption of heat through roof and keeps the interior up to 20% cooler. So it reduces the electricity cost of 
cooling too.  
 
About Kamdhenu Limited: 
Kamdhenu Limited is a leading company of Kamdhenu Group which manufactures, market, brand & distributes 
all products related to building construction such as steel, paints, plywood & etc. ISO 9001:2008 certified & listed 
in BSE & NSE, company has done the business value of Rs. 885 cr. in the FY 2015-16. But put together all the 
brand value of Kamdhenu s product is more than Rs. 8,000 cr. The company is having more than 60 franchisee 
manufacturing units and 4000 dealers of paint division and 4500 dealers & distributors of steel, spread across the 
country. 
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